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Abstract. Let A c R" be a bounded open set with finitely many connected

components A. and let T: A —> R" be a smooth map with A c T{A).

Assume that for each Aj, A c Tm(Aj) for all m sufficiently large. We

assume that T is "expansive", but we do not assume that T(A) = A. Hence

for x £ A, T'(x) may escape A as i increases. Let ^ be a smooth measure

on A (with inf^ dpq/dx > 0) and let x e A be chosen at random (using jig).

Since T is "expansive" we may expect T' (x) to oscillate chaotically on A for

a certain time and eventually escape A. For each measurable set E C A

define ¡^{E) to be the conditional probability that Tm{x) e E given that x,

T(x), . . ., Tm(x) axe in A. We show that ¡i^, converges to a smooth

measure ¡i which is independent of the choice of ¡Iq. One dimensional

examples are stressed.

1. Introduction. Lorenz [4] was studying a system of differential equations

depending on a parameter R. For small values of R (1 < R < R0 = 13.926

[1]) there are two stable and one unstable fixed points and all trajectoires go

eventually to these points. For R = 28 Lorenz observed chaotic trajectories.

Kaplan and Yorke [1] and Robbins [6] observed a value R, » 24.06 as

transition point between the nonchaotic and the chaotic regions. If one

approaches the value R, from below he observes trajectories that look chaotic

for a certain time and then go to one of the fixed points. J. Yorke and E.

Yorke [8] made extensive numerical investigations of this transition. We

develop a theory which explains rigorously these observations. There is also a

larger context into which this paper fits. There is a variety of phenomena in

which trajectories appear chaotic for an extended period of time but then

settle down. Consider a particularly difficult problem of this type. Picture an

energy conserving billiard table with smooth obstacles so that all trajectories

are unstable with respect to the initial data. Now suppose a small hole is cut

in the table so that the ball can fall through. We would like to investigate the

statistical behavior of such phenomena. In particular, suppose a ball is started
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on the table in some random way according to some probability distribution.

Let p(r) be the probability that the ball stays on the table for at least time t

and let pE(t) be the probability that the ball is in a measurable set E after

time /. Does pE(t)/p(t) tend asymptotically to some constant p(E) as t goes

to infinity? And if it does, what are the properties of p? Does it depend on the

initial distribution? Unfortunately, we cannot answer these questions in

general, but we do investigate a class of simpler situations that effectively

includes the pre-turbulent Lorenz model for fluid flow. In our results the

limiting p is shown to be smooth, though in cases such as the bilhard

problem, this would not seem to be the case.

Assumptions are necessary to guarantee the existence of a smooth

asymptotic measure p. Instability of solutions on initial data is closely related

to good statistical behavior. For the one dimensional case, T: [0, l]-»[0, 1],

piecewise smooth, Lasota and Yorke [2] proved the following result. Assume

that inf|F'(x)| > 1 for x where T' is defined; then there exist absolutely

continuous invariant measures (see also [3], [5], [9]). Notice that the condition

inf| F'(x)| = A > 1 guarantees that all trajectories are unstable with respect to

the initial data since for any x, if y is close to x, then |F(x) — T(y)\ > X\x —

y\.ln particular no periodic orbits can be stable.

In this paper we investigate maps T: A —» R" where A c R" is open. We

assume T is "expansive" in a sense defined in the next section and in

particular A c T(A). In general T(A) — A is nonempty and when T(A) ¥= A

we will show that almost every x is eventually mapped out of A by some

iterate of T. Suppose that the point x is chosen in A according to some initial

probability measure p0- Notice that Pq(T~x(A)) is the probability that T(x) E

A. Write p, for the normalized measure given by

iix(E) = N(T~x(E))/tk)(T-x(A))

where A is a Borel set. We discuss problems in which these quantities are well

defined. A measure /Lj is said to be conditionally invariant if p,(F) = p0(^)

for all Borel sets in A.

Our results extend without change to the case where A is an open subset of

an n dimensional Riemannian manifold instead of R". Expansive maps have

been investigated in [10]-[12] for cases where T(A) = A, where A is some-

times an n dimensional compact manifold.

Instead of asking questions about p, one can ask about the probability p„

that x E A and T'(x) E A for all i = 1, . . . , n. Specifically does p„ ->0

exponentially as n —> oo? That is, is there some k < 1 for which k~"pn

converges to a constant as n tends to oo? In our case this is true with

k = n(T~x(A)) where p is the conditionally invariant measure. Bowen and

Ruelle [14] have results which can be shown to imply exponential decay; see
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[14, Theorems 4.4a and 5.6] or [15, p. 197] and for the flow case see

Franco-Sanchez [17, p. 499]. Ruelle and Bowen discuss the case where the

map is a homeomorphism, but their results extend to more general maps in

some cases, by taking inverse limits, turning the map into a homeomorphism

on a bigger space. It will be of value to determine how broad the applicability

is of the Bowen-Ruelle results.

While the pool table (that is a billiard table with holes) presents an

interesting long term problem, another more speculative class of problems has

provided a greater motivation to our work. These problems come from the

study of climate and fluid dynamics. Many experiments with fluids are aimed

at determining the steady state, yet an experiment may require substantial

waiting time for it to settle down to an apparent steady state. We feel that the

original state may often have been metastable. The decay time may be quite

long and the experimenter does not know how long to wait for the final

transition. Some experiments exhibit changes after the experiment had

appeared to settle down to a final noisy state. We are led to suggest that such

experiments are examples of metastable processes: after indeterminant

periods, internally caused fluctuations may combine in some random way to

cause the transition. The new resulting state may also be metastable. In

particular the earth's climate may be metastable. Of course our climate is

affected by regular variations in the earth's orbit and by changes in the

constituents of the atmosphere. Metastability would imply that small random

changes can combine to produce large long term changes. Accurate climate

models will be exceedingly complex systems, if indeed they are ever deve-

loped. We have shown however that even the simplest nonlinear process

exhibits metastability in certain parameter ranges (application (2)). Also a

simple chaotic system of differential equations (the Lorenz system-see ap-

plication (1)) can behave in a metastable manner. Metastability is always

difficult to demonstrate, yet the suggestion remains that metastability may be

lurking in far more complex systems.

2. Assumptions for expansive maps. Let A = U f_, A¡ where A¡ c R" ave

disjoint open connected sets. We also assume each A¡ is "arc-wise bounded"

in the following sense: there is a number 8¡ such that any two points in A¡ can

be joined by a polygonal arc (i.e., piecewise straight arc) of length at most 8¡.

There will be a smallest such number which we call the arc diameter of A¡. Let

T: I^>R" and let B = A n T~X(A). We assume that F is a twice

differentiable mapping on B and, on B, there is a uniform bound on all first

and second partial derivatives. Notice that for all x E A, T~x(x) is a

uniformly finite set; i.e., F~'(x) contains at most q points for some q

independent of x. We say a matrix M is X-expansive if inf{|M • ©j: \v\ = 1} >

X. We say the mapping T is expansive if the following conditions are satisfied.
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El. .4 C T(A).

E2.A n T(dA) is empty, where dA is the boundary of A.

E3. There exists X > 1 such that DT(x) is a X-expansive matrix for all

x E B, where DT(x) is the Jacobian matrix for T.

For a set S E A, define F"(S) = T(T"~X(S)), n> 1. We say the mapping

T is transitive on components if for each pair ij, 1 < ij < p, there exists a

positive integer n = « (/',/) such that A¡ n T"(Aj) is nonempty. In what

follows m is the Lebesgue measure and C(A) is the set of all continuous

functions from A to R. Since m(A) is finite, there is no loss in assuming

m(A) = 1.

3. Frobenius-Perron operator. For a given/ £ C(A) let pj be the measure

defined by dpj = fdm. We call / the density of pf. Let || • ||, be the Lx norm

and define

?,(/W) = 4rr')/à (3.1)

and if ||P,(/)||, > 0 define P(f) E L\A) by

?(/(*))-JY(/(*>)/|Pi (/)»,- (3-2)

The Frobenius-Perron operator P has the following properties:

(i)/nonnegative everywhere on ,4 implies P/is also.

(ii)jAP(f)dm=l.

(iii) Pf = f if and only if the measure p defined by d¡i = fdm is conditionally

invariant, i.e., p.(T~x(E)) = ap(E) for all Borel sets E where a is the constant

p(T-\A)).
For x E A, T x(x) is a finite set and if y E T x(x) we have DT(y) is

nonsingular. Hence there is a neighborhood [/ of x and local inverse

functions <p,: U ̂ > A such that T ° tp, = id on [/, and F(y) E ¿7 implies that

for some <p,, <p, ° F( y) = y. On t/, P has an explicit formula:

Pf(x) = 2 |det D*,{x)\f ° *,.(*)/ f /dm. (3.3)

In the 1-dimensional case U may be chosen to be the component of A

containing x, although in higher dimensions this is sometimes impossible. T is

not necessarily one-to-one even when T is restricted to connected subsets of

T~l(A) yet U must be chosen so that T is one-to-one. We leave it to the

reader to remember that the set {<¡p,} is defined only on a neighborhood of x

and that while the number of functions in this set is finite, this number may

be different for different components of A. From condition E2 it follows that

the function Pf is continuous if / is continuous.
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4.   The   existence  and  uniqueness  theorems.   We  will  need  a  simple

observation.

Lemma 4.1. For any vectors a¡ and positive real numbers b¡, i = 1, . . ., q, we

have

2a,

2&
< max

The proof follows immediately from the fact that 2a,/26, is in the convex

hull of {a,. A).

Theorem 1. Let T: A -^ R" be expansive. Then there exists a measure p such

that:

(i) p is conditionally invariant,

(ii) p is absolutely continuous with respect to m,

(iii) ¡1(A) = 1.  "

Furthermore if T E CX(A) then any p which satisfies (i)—(iii) is in C°°: that is

the density d\i/dm is in C°°(A).

Proof of Existence. (We delay the C °° proof until the Appendix.) For all

nonnegative Lipschitzean functions in C(A) we define the "regularity" off to

be

Reg(/) = sup{|/'(x)|//(x): x E A and f (x) is defined and/(x) > 0}

(4.1)

where/' means the gradient off; |y\ is the Euclidean norm of y. Define

H = I / E C(A):f > 0,/is Lipschitzean, Reg/ < oo and j fdm = 1 J.

We claim that:

lim sup Reg|P" (/)| < p     for all/ E H (4.2)
n—*oo

where p is independent off. To evaluate Reg(P/), let J¡(x) = |det Z>qp,-(jc)| and

||Z)<jD,(x)|| = supi^jDtp^x), o|. Using Lemma 4.1 we have:

I(f/)i ^ |s,[.//° <?,]'!    |2,J,7°<p,|    |s,J,(J*p,)(/' ° y,)|

P/ 2,.//°^.     S   2,J/°<p V/'fl

\J'\ If ° <pl
< max -4± + max II D<p\\ Wr    y'' (4.3)

where all functions are evaluated at x E ^.

From E3 it follows that ||D<p,(x)|| < 1/X < 1. Also since the partial de-

rivatives of T are uniformly bounded in B = (A n T~XA) we have det DT(x)

is uniformly bounded in B, so det Dtp¡(T(x)) = (det DT(x))~x is uniformly
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bounded away from 0. Therefore there exists M < oo such that

s\xp\Jj(x)\/J¡(x) < M where the supremum is taken over all x and all /'. From

inequality (4.3) we obtain:

Reg(P/) < M + (l/X)Reg(/). (4.4)

Iteration of inequality (4.4) yields

def

lim sup Reg P" (/) < MX/ (X - 1) = p (4.5)
«—»00

with p independent off. The claim is proved.

To obtain a ball which is mapped into itself under P, define Hp = {/ E H:

Reg/ < p}. If / E Hp then: Reg Pf < M + p/X = p, so the set Hp is

invariant under P, i.e., P(Hp) c Hp. We claim that Hp is a compact convex

subset of C(A). First consider compactness. Let/ £ Hp. We have assumed

that there is some ß such that any two points x,y in any A¡ can be joined by a

polygonal arc of length at most ß. Applying the inequality \f'\/f < p to each

of the straight pieces of the polygonal arc, and then multiplying the results we

may obtain

f(y)e-"ß < f(x) < f(y)epß       for all x,y E A¡ for all A,.        (4.6)

In particular/ is either identically zero on A¡ or irif^, / > 0. Furthermore

supf(x) < e"ßinf f(x), (4.7)
A, A¡

and fA fdm = 1 for all f E Hp, so Hp is equibounded. From the inequality

|/'|// < p and equiboundedness, it follows that there is a uniform Lipschitz

constant for all / £ Hp. Hp is closed since the above inequalities must hold

for limits of points in Hp.

Clearly Hp is convex since Reg/is a convex functional (from Lemma 4.1).

From the Schauder Fixed Point Theorem it follows that there exists a

function/* E Hp such that P(f*) = f*. The measure p defined by dp = f*dm

satisfies conditions (i)—(iii) of Theorem 1.   □

The fixed point of P does not have to be unique. Also it is possible to have

fixed points which are identically zero on some components of A. However

the theorem below holds. First set

A=    / £ C(A): inff > 0   and    sup/< oo and f/= 1
I A a Ja

Theorem 2. Let T satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Assume in addition,

that T is transitive on components. Then there is a unique / £ A such that

Pf = f

In order to prove this theorem we need the following propositions which

may have some independent interest. For these propositions we assume the
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hypotheses of Theorem 1. We write || • || for the supremum norm for C(A).

Proposition 1. Let fig £ A, then the operators P",n > 1, satisfy

\\P"(f)-P"(g)\\<M\\f-g\\

where M depends only on the lower and upper bounds off and g and not on n.

Proof. Let ßn(f) = ||Pf t/)||„ ßn(g) = ||/T(g)||,. Since fig £ A we have

inf^ / > 0 and inf^ g > Oso ß„(f) and ßn(g) are positive.

IT CO - pa(g)\} -W!U)/ßnU) + P"(s)/ßn{g)\\

<||(p,"(/)-p;(g))//U/)||

+ \\P"(g)(ßn(f) - ßA8))/(ßn(f)-ßn(g))\\

<\\f- «||(||/T(1)/Ä.(/)|| + \\P?(g)ßn(l)/ ißnU) ■ ß„(g))\\)

<\\f-8\\(\\PnV)ßn(X-)/ßM)\\+\\Pn(g)\\ßn(l)/ßAf))-

Since the functions 1 and g are in Hp, from (4.7) it follows that sup„||P"(l)||

< oo, sup„||P"(g)|| < oo and

ßn(l)infAf< ßn(f)< /3„(l)suP/)/.   D

Proposition 2. For f E K with Pf = fi we have f E Hp.

Proof. Let / £ A and let s = sup,, / and 8 = inf^ /. Let g be Lipschitzean

with inf^ g > 8 and with sup^ g < s. From Proposition 1 it follows that for

all g satisfying the above conditions we have

\\Pn(f)-P"(g)\\< M\\f-g\\

where M = M (8, s) depends only on 8 and s. Notice that/is a limit of such

functions g. Let e > 0 be fixed and let ||/- g|| < e/M. It follows that

\\PJ- p"g\\ f *ni/-£ll < £ for al1 « > 1- Hence ||/- P"g|| < e. The
functions g„ = P"g are Lipschitzean and lim sup„^Q0 Reg gn < p. Hence

d(gn, Hp)->0 as n->co so d(fi Hp) < e where d(x, Y) = infijx — y\\:

y £ Y}. Since this is true for all e > 0 and Hp is closed,/is in Hp.   □

We now give a result that concludes the fixed points are not identically

zero on any components.

Proposition 3. Assume T is transitive on components. Iff £ Hp and Pf = f,

then / £ A.

Proof. Let / be in Hp with Pf = /. Suppose that for some i, inf^ / = 0.

From inequality (4.7) it follows that / = 0 on A¡. Let Sx be the set of

components in which f(x) > 0 and let S2 = A — Sx. Transitivity implies

^ n T(SX) is not empty. Let x0 E S2 n T(SX). Hence for some/, <¡o,(x0) £

Sx so f(<Pj(xQ)) > 0 and P/(x0) > 0. Since x0 £ S2, f(x0) = 0. This contra-
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diets the assumption there is an i. Regularity and inequality (4.7) now imply

inf.4 / > 0 for all i. Since {A¡) is finite, inf< / > 0.   Q

Proof of the Theorem 2. Suppose P has two distinct fixed points/, and/2

in A. From Proposition 2 it follows fx,f2 E Hp. For j = 1,2 set B = T~\A)

and Oj = j b fj dm. Since inf^ fy(x) > 0, it follows a, > 0 for / = 1 and 2.

Consider first the case a, = a2. Set

X (x) = sf, (x) + (1 - s)f2 (x)   for s £ R.

We do not restrict s to [0, 1]. For all s, jAfs dm = 1 and if fs(x) > 0, we have

Pfs = fs. Let o > 1 be the largest number í for which inf^ fs > 0. Hence

inf< /„ = 0. Since fa = lim,.,,, fs we have /„ E Hp since Hp is closed. From

Proposition 3,/„ £ A which contradicts inf/, = 0. Hence this case a, = a2 is

vacuous.

Suppose now a, ¥^ a2. Let a, > a2. Since Pf = Px(f)/ax it follows

Pf (/, (x)) = «f/, (x),       P," (/2 (x)) = a2"/2 (x). (4.8)

Let ß be such that ßf2(x) > fx(x); such a ß exists since f2 is fixed then

inf^ f2 > 0. From (4.8) we obtain

Ba2f2(x) = y8P,n(/2(x)) = P? ( ß •/2 (x)) > Pf (/, (x)) = af/, (x)

then/2(x) > (ax/a2)"(fx(x)/ß) which is absurd since (ax/a2)n -» oo.   □

Example. Let F: (0, 1) -» A be defined by T(x) = x/(l - x). The

hypothesis "|F'(x)| > X > 1" is not satisfied since inf|F'(*)| = I. We will

show there are no conditionally invariant measures satisfying the conclusions

of Theorems 1 and 2.

Let p be an absolutely continuous measure such that ¡i(T~x(E)) = ap(E)

for all Borel sets E, where a = p(F_1(0, 1)), Notice that F_1(l/n) = l/(n +

1); then T~X(J„) = Jn+X where /„ = («"', (n + l)"1). We have Jn+X =

T~"(JX) hence p(Jn+x) = p(F"n(y,)) = a"n(Jx). On the other hand m(Jn) =

n~x - (n + I)-1 = n~x(n + l)~x. Hence i¡.(Jn+j)/m(Jn^j) = a"p(Jj)(n +

l)(n + 2) ^ 0, so the density is not bounded away from 0.

5. Convergence. A natural question is whether P"(f) converges to the

unique fixed point /* of P for all / E A. We will show by example that this is

not the case.

Example. Let A = (-1, 0), A2 = (0, 1) and let T(x) = -2x. Let 0 < q <

1 and let^(x) = q for x £ Ax and/9(x) = I — q fox x E A2. Notice that/is

continuous at each point of Ax u -42. We have:

P(fq(x)) = fq{- x/2) =fq(-x)   for all x E A, u A2.

So P2n(fq(x))=fq(x) and P2n+X(fq(x)) = fq(-x). Hence P"(fq) is periodic

and does not converge when q ¥=\. This example may be changed slightly.
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Let T(x) = 2x and let A = (- 1, 1). Define fq(x) = q on (- 1, 0) and = 1 -

o on [0, 1), a £ (0, 1), a ¥" \ ■ Each/^ is fixed point of P. This example shows

that the requirement of continuity in Theorem 2 is necessary for uniqueness.

In proving the following propositions we always assume the hypotheses of

Theorem 2. We say a function g belongs to the limit set of /, L(f), if there

exists a subsequence of {P"(f)} converging to g.

Proposition 4. Let f be in K and let g E L(f). Then g is in Hp.

The proof is omitted since it is similar to that of Proposition 2. We will

show now that if g is in the limit off, L(f), for some/ £ A, then g is in the

limit set of itself.

Proposition 5. Let f E K and let g E L(f). Then g E L(g).

Proof. Let P"k(f) -> g. Then

||P*+i-* {g) _ gfl<gp**.-* (g) - p*+.-* (R*(/))|| +||P""'(/) - g\\.
From Proposition 2 it follows that:

|P**'-* (g) - /»*♦'"* (Pn* (/))|| < M||P"' (/) - g||

where M is independent on nk. Hence

l¿»*+>-*(*)-g|< m\\p"*(f) - g\\ + \\p^> (f) - g\\^o. a
It can be proved that if g E L(g), then g is periodic, but we do not need

this fact so we give no details.

Proposition 6. Let f* E A be the unique fixed point of P and let g E K be

such that g E L(g), i.e. let P"k(g)^>g. Then ß(nk)/a"k -^ 1 where ß(nk) =

||Pf*(g)||, anda = ||P,(/*)||,.

Proof. Since/* and g are in A, there exist constants y,, y2 such that

Yi£ < f* < y2g   and   y,g < 1 < y2g,       0 < y, < y2.

Since the operator P, is linear we have,

1        ß(»)       1
— <-^-V<—    for all n. (5.1)
y2 a" y,

Let [mk] be such that Pm"(g)^>g and ß(mk)/amk is convergent (say to c).

We have:

ß(2mk)       \\P?(P^(g))\\x       ß(mk)

a2mk ojlmk a2/n*      II    '     V Vô^/|li\P?k(P»»(g))l

ß{mk) P?k(g)      P?k{Pmk{g)-g)

,mk
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As k -» oo we see that last term above becomes negligible. In fact

a-"*||Pf* (/>»* (g) - g)\l <\\P* (g) - g\\-a-*\\Pr (1)||,

and the right-hand side tends to 0 since from inequality (5.1) it follows that

a-"U||Pf*(l)||, js bounded. Then from the above inequalities we obtain

ß(2mk) I ß(mk)\2
hm-= hm   -=—    .

*       a2m* k  \    a1""    )

With the same procedure we can prove

,.      ß(n-mk) ( ß(mk)\"
nm -—- = lim I-—

k        a"1"" k  \    a1"*    J

Then if lim* ß(wfc)/a"v ¥= 1, this equality contradicts inequality (5.1).   □

Theorem 3. Let T satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Assume, in addition,

that for all n, T" is transitive on components. Then for all f E A, P"f converges

uniformly to /*, the unique fixed point of P.

In order to prove this theorem we need the following proposition.

Proposition 7. Let T satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3. Then there exists

d > Osuch that, for all f £ C(A),

liminf(Pn/)(x) > d  for all x £ A. (5.2)

Proof. Since for all n, T" is transitive on components, Condition E2

implies there exists an N such that FN(Aj) D A for all i. Let/ E Hp:

PTrf(x) = ^\detD^i(x)\f^i(x)
i

where the \j/¿ are the inverses of TN at x. Since the average value of / is 1,

there is some Aj for which sup,, / > 1. Since/ E Hp, inequality (4.7) implies

inf^ f > e~pß. For each x £ A there is some /„ such that \p¡ (x) E Aj. Hence

(/WX*) >|deti^,o(x)|/(^o(x)) > *-tfmin|det Zty(x)|

> <?-**/sup |det D(TN)\á= d > 0.
A

This number d is independent of / E Hp.   □

Proof of Theorem 3. Let / E A and let g £ L(f); we will show that

g = /*. From Proposition 4, 5 and 6 it follows that there exists a sequence mk

such that as k -> oo,

a-»*/>{*(g)-*g.

For s E R define/(x) = 5f(x) + (1 - s)g(x). In particular /^ /, = 1. Let /

be the largest interval containing [0, 1] such that if s £ J, then inf^ fs > 0. By
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construction J is open. For s E J,

a-mkpmk gpj = a-^spmk ,f»j + (j  _ ^pm, (g)j

-*sf* + (l-s)g

which is/. Since ||/||, = 1, the norm of the left-hand side converges to 1.

Hence

'¡*CÄ)/|'i"% U)i,-*Jt.
so that fs E L(fs). From Proposition 4, fs is in Hp for all s E J. If t is a

boundary point of /, / is the limit of points in Hp. Since Hp is compact,

/ £ Hp. Hence t E J. Hence J is also closed, so J = R. We now have

X(x) > 0 for all s E R so g = f*.   □

6. Applications. (1) The metastable Lorenz map on an interval. This paper

was initially motivated by the following: Lorenz [4] studied a system of

ordinary differential equations depending on a parameter r (Rayleigh

number). In describing the behavior of his system he investigated (for r = 28)

a map Tr on the unit interval (see [8] for a more detailed discussion.) The

graphs of the maps Tr for different values of r are shown in Figure 1. The

map Tr is smooth except for the mid-point and inf(Fr'(x)) > 1 for each r

under investigation. There is a "critical" value r0 as 24.06 such that, for values

of r < r0, Tr[0, 1] D [0, 1] while, for r > r0, Tr[0, 1] c [0, 1]. For r < r0 our

Theorems 1, 2 and 3 can be applied and the behavior of the system can be

described in terms of conditionally invariant measures. For r > r0 the theo-

rems in [2], [5] apply since T is piecewise expanding. The graph of Tr was

determined numerically for each parameter r in the following way. Let

(x,y, z)(t) be a solution of the Lorenz system. Let z(t„) be the sequence of

successive local maxima of z(t). For large n we have z(tn+,) = Tr(z(t„)).

(2) The map T(x) = ax(l - x) for a = 3.83. Smale and Williams [7] in-

vestigated structural stability of this map. For this value of a the map T has a

stable periodic orbit of period 3 which is (approximately)

0.1561 ̂  0.5096 -+ 0.9579 -* 0.1561.

T has also an unstable periodic orbit of period 3 which is

0.1635 -* 0.5290 -» 0.9552 -* 0.1635.

Letp = 0.1635 ... be the unstable periodic point of period 3. Let Ax = (p, 1

- T(p)), A2 = (T(p), T2(p)) and A = Ax u A2. (See Figure 2.) Define S(x)

= T6(x). Direct evaluation shows that on A n S~\A), inf|S'(x)| ?» 1.036.

On the other hand S(AX) c A, S(A2) c A so that S and its powers are

transitive on components.

The hypotheses of Theorem 1, 2 and 3 are satisfied by S restricted to A.

Hence 5 has a unique conditionally invariant measure with smooth density

f* = Ps(f*)- From Theorem 3 it follows that Pj!(f)^>f* for all / £ A.
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Coming back to T we have PT = Ps then, for all/ £ A,

Prn(f) = PS(f)^f*- (6.1)

We claim f* is a fixed point for PT and it is unique and for every / E A,

Fr(/) -»/*. For/ E A and i = 0, 1, . . . , 5 we have PT(f) E K, so applying

(6.1) to Pi-(f) instead of / yields PT"(Pj-f) = P£(Pi/)^/* • On the other

hand P^(PÍ-f) = PT(PTnf) ̂ Pj-r- Hence/* = PT(f*) and PÇ-(f) -*f*-
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Computer estimates of the a for which P,/* = af* yield a «.98. While

Smale and Williams investigated the structural stability with emphasis on the

attracting period 3 orbit, our point of view is that the decay to a neigh-

borhood of this stable orbit is fairly slow and may be characterized statisti-

cally as an exponential decay process.

(3) A continuous version of the von Neumann Middle Square Method. J. von

Neumann suggested the following procedure for generating random numbers

that appear random. If we want numbers with 2A digits we choose some

number with 2A digits and square it (giving in general 4A digits). Our new

number is the middle 2N digits. Iterating this process yields a long string of

numbers with no apparent regularity unless the generating procedure is

known. However, the process can eventually get "caught" in the set of 6 digit

numbers beginning with 000. A continuous analogue discussed by Li and

Yorke [18] is the continuous map on (0, 1) defined by

t(x) = 10V   mod 1.

Notice 0 is stable with t"(x) n 0 whenever x E [0, 10~3]. It is easy to verify

that with A = [10~3, 1], t satisfies the conditions of our Theorem 3.

Appendix. In Theorem 1 we stated that if F is in C°°(A) then any p which

satisfies (i)-(iii) has a C°° density dp/dm. We now prove this result in two

steps, first in the case A c R ' and then we make comments on how to extend

the notation and proof to the general case A c R". We have proved in

Theorem 1 that

Reg Pf < Mxo + X-'Reg/   for all/ £ H (A.0)

where Mxo = M depends on T but not on /. From the above inequality it

follows

lim sup Reg PJ (/) < MX0X/ (X - 1). (A.1)
./-.oo

Let F be in C0O(Ä) and let/be in C°%4). For n = 1, 2, .. . define

Reg(n)/= sup{|/">(x)|//(x): x E A andf(x) > 0).

Hence Reg(,)/ = Reg/ We have

(Pf)"(x) _ S|ç>r|/° y, + 32|<p/| \<p!'\2f ; y + 2|y;|7" ° <R

(Pf)(x) " 2Kl/°«n

where sums are taken over i and where <p, and its derivative are evaluated at

x.

Using Lemma 4.1 we get

(F/)(x)

<P,

<P«

+ ^-."12 If 0<P;I   , ,_„2

/°<P,
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Let Af20 = supjtpy/tp/l and M2X = 3 sup,.x|<p/| and recall 1/X = snp¡Jtp'¡\.

Substituting these constants yields the inequalities

(F/)"(x) If o <p.| If" o ml
< M20 + M2, max v,   Tl1 + X~2max ■!——2Zi

i     /°<p,. i      /°«p,-

Reg(2)P/ < M20 + M2X Reg(1)/ + X-2Reg(2)/. (A.2)

Notice M20 and M2X depend on T but not on/. Substitute the bound in (A.l)

forReg(1)/andlet

A/fo = M2X + M2XMX0X/ (X - 1).

Then applying (A.2) to Reg(2) Pj(f) we get (just as we obtained inequality

(4.5) from inequality (4.4)).

lim sup Reg(2) Pj (/) < p2
7-.0O

where p2 = M^qX2/(X2 — 1). Analogously we get the inequalities

Reg(n)P(/) < M„o + MnX Reg(1)/+ Mn2 Reg(2)/+ • • • + X-"RegMf

and from that follows

Um sup Reg(n)P7(x) < p„ (A.3)
y-»oo

where p„ is given by some complicated expression. Define Hm = Hp and let

HM = {/ £ C~(A): RegW/ < Pj,j = 1, . . ., «}.

As was shown for n = 1 we have: P(H(n)) c i/(n) and H(n) is compact in

CÍ/Í) for all n. Let / £ Hm be a fixed point of P. Let S„ = d(f, H(n)) we

want to prove 8„ = 0. Suppose 8n > 0. First assume inf / > 0. Choose g E

C°° such that inf g > inf/ and |/— g\ < 8„/2M where M is given by

Proposition 1. Then

8n = d(f,H^) <\\f- pJg\\ + d(pJg,HM)

< M\\f - g\\ + d(pJg, HM) < 8J2 + d(P% H" )

which is impossible since d(PJ(g), /f(n))-»0 as/^oo. In other words we

can approximate / by a smooth g. PJ(g) stays near /, but also tends

asymptotically to H'"\ This is only possible if / E H("K Suppose now

f(x) = 0 for some x £ A. Let A + be the set of components in which

f(x) > 0. Notice that since /is fixed under P, if f(x) > 0 and T(x) £ /I then

f(T(x)) > 0 from the definition of P. Hence x E A+ and F(x) E ^4 implies

T(x) £ ,4 + . We may substitute A+ for A in the statement of Theorem 1;

then we can apply our proof to the case "/ > 0 on A +". Hence we must only

show f\A+ is C00. Let gk E H(n) converge to / in C(A). We have

I gkn)(x)\/gk(x) < pn so | g¿n)(x)| < Lp„ where L is a uniform bound for all gk.
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Since gk converges to/,/must be at least C~l. Hence/ EC00 and the proof

is complete when A c R1.

Suppose now A c R". For any scalar function/ E CX(A) define

/(1)(*x») = 4/(* + '")
at ,_o

where x E A and v E R" and for vx, . . . , vs E R" define

f*\x)(vx, . . ., v,) = j- f'-'\x + tv,)(vx, ..., vs_x)      .
at ,_o

Set

||/*>(*)| = {supf*\x)(vx, ..., vs): v, E R", \V¡\ - 1, i - 1., i}.

Let Dtp, be the Jacobian matrix of <p, and let J¡ = |det Dq>¡\. Evaluating Pf at

each x in A we get: Pf = 2, Jfi ° <p¡. Hence we get

(Pff\v) = 2 JfX)(v)f o tp, + .//< » o 9¡(Dip¡> V),
i

Pîl)\] II/0«
Reg(1)P/ < sup ~- + X"1 sup ^-j1 < M¡0 + X"1 Reg(1)/

i,x "t i,x J

(using Lemma 4.1). This inequality is analogous to inequality (A.O). In

general

(Pf)W(vx, ...,Vk) = ^(JJo ft)(*)(lJl> ...,Vk)
I

and

W°v,)(k\t>i,...,«*)« 2/0)°<p,(-,...,-)
j=o

where /(0) = /; the unspecified terms in parentheses are expressions

containing D<p¡ and its higher derivatives up to order kj. For/ = k the explicit

expression is

/<*> o m,.((Z><p>„ (Dtpjv» ..., (l*p,)ck).

Since by hypotheses Dtp¡ and all its derivatives are bounded on A, we obtain

the following (using the same argument as for computing the Reg(1) Pf

inequality):

Regik) Pf< MkQ + MA,Reg<1)/+ • • • + Mkk_xReg(k-l)f + X~kReg(k) f

From this point the proof is the same as in the one-dimensional case.
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